MEXICO CITY

OCTOBER 26TH-28TH
The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) at the Lauder Institute, University of Pennsylvania conducts research on the role policy institutes play in governments and in civil societies.

COMEXI encourages the study, analysis and dialogue on international relations of Mexico in the context of globalization, not only to better understand the context, but improve life in the country.

Ethos transforms research and experience into clear recommendations and concrete actions for public policies that address the most relevant issues and major challenges that face Mexico and Latin America.
THEMATIC AGENDA

- INSECURITY AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION
- DIVERSITY, INCLUSION AND GENDER
- MEDIA, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
- ECONOMIC CHALLENGES, INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY
- ANTI-CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY
- INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING
PARTICIPANTS

LEADERS
Community of global connections and networks.

+60
Most important and representative think tanks of Latin America and other invited institutions.

VIP
CEOs and senior representatives.
PREVIOUS GLOBAL SUMMITS

NORTH AMERICA
North America 2014 - D.C.
North America 2015 - D.C.
North America 2016 - D.C.

LATIN AMERICA
Latin America 2013 - Rio de Janeiro
Latin America 2014 - Rio de Janeiro
Latin America 2015 - Buenos Aires
Latin America 2016 - Mexico City

EUROPE
Europe 2012 - Rome
Europe 2014 - Barcelona
Europe 2015 - Milan
Europe 2016 - London

ASIA
Asia 2014 - Tokyo
Asia 2015 - Manila
Asia 2016 - Seoul
Innovation 2016 - Beijing
Central Asia 2016 - Astana

AFRICA
Africa 2014 - Petrona
Africa 2015 - Addis Abeba
Africa 2016 - Marrakech

GLOBAL
Global Challenges 2012 - Philadelphia
Global 2014 - Genova
Global 2015 - Milan
Innovation 2015 - Philadelphia
Global 2016 - Montreal
JAMES G. MCGANN, PH.D.
DIRECTOR, THINK TANKS AND CIVIL SOCIETIES PROGRAM
mcgann@wharton.upenn.edu

CLAUDIA CALVIN, PH.D.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE MEXICAN COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
direccion@consejomexicano.org

JOSÉ LUIS CHICOMA, M.P.P.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ETHOS PUBLIC POLICY LAB
direcciongeneral@ethos.org.mx
SEE YOU IN MEXICO CITY 2016